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Abstract
This paper introduces TripNet, a robotic vision
system that detects trip hazards using raw construction site images. Automated detection of
dangers such as trip hazards is difficult. Trip
hazards are not entirely defined by an object
type, rather trip hazards are affordances typically learnt from time consuming intrusive interaction with an environment and its objects.
TripNet performs trip hazard identification using only camera imagery and minimal training
with a pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) rapidly fine-tuned on a small corpus of labelled image regions from construction
sites. There is no reliance on prior scene segmentation methods during deployment. TripNet achieves comparable performance to a human on a dataset recorded in two distinct real
world construction sites. TripNet exhibits spatial and temporal generalization by functioning in previously unseen parts of a construction site and over time periods of several weeks.
The dataset is published to stimulate further
research in this area. This research is a significant step towards automating detection of
hazards on construction sites, where a substantial proportion of all workplace related injuries
occur.
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Figure 1: Actual detection results from TripNet, a
robotic vision system capable of detecting trip hazards
from raw image data. This paper introduces TripNet
and evaluates it on a dataset from two distinct real world
construction sites. TripNet correctly identified the red
regions to contain trip hazards and the blue regions to be non-trip hazards.

Introduction

This paper introduces TripNet, a robotic vision system
that uses RGB image regions to identify trip hazards on
construction sites. TripNet signifies the first visual trip
hazard detector and one of the first visual systems designed to operate on real world construction sites. Construction and manufacturing sites accounted for over
38% [key, 2014] of workplace related injuries in 200910 and 29 deaths in 2014 [wor, 2014], highlighting the
need for a more effective system that can detect hazards

on construction sites. TripNet contributes to this need
by performing trip hazard detection, a prevalent hazard
found on all construction sites.
Trip detection is hard, the list of potential trip hazards immense, there are no distinct object types that
constitute tripping, nor is any object permanently a trip
hazard, for example a ladder on its side is a trip hazard
but when stood upright it is not. It is the challenging
nature of trip detection along with the safety concerns

of construction sites that motivates TripNet. The action of tripping is the only consistent property forming
a trip hazard, such actions allowed are known as affordances. First introduced by [Gibson, 1977] affordances
depict the potential performable actions on or with an
object. Therefore it is the tripping affordance that is
detected by TripNet without an intermediate object detection step.
A significant challenge for TripNet is the construction site environment in which it operates. Construction sites are dynamic environments, showing significant
visual changes both within and between sites, even the
exact location visited a few days or weeks later can exhibit wildly different visual properties. Using TripNet
we show an ability to overcome these challenges by performing trip detection spatially and temporally over construction sites.
Due to the restrained accessibility and limited temporal presence of most sites, there are no construction site
datasets available. To train and test TripNet, we therefore collected such a dataset on two distinct construction
sites over a two week span and publish it to foster further
research (http://tinyurl.com/TripNetData).
TripNet is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
finetuned on image regions from two distinct construction sites. To establish a baseline for the performance,
we conducted a human blind test study and found that
TripNet challenges the humans performance on this task.
This paper demonstrates that TripNet generalises between different construction sites and over time.
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Related Work

As stated above trip detection is not pure object detection, rather the actions of an object known as Affordances. Section 2.1 analyses affordances according to
two themes, learning affordances from interaction and visual affordance detection. Finally as TripNet is a CNN,
section 2.2 will review the effects of CNNs on the robotics
and computer vision communities.

2.1

Affordance Detection

Affordances were proposed by Gibson [Gibson, 1977] in
1977 as what an object or environment can offer, for example he describes that air can afford breathing and that
water affords drinking and pouring. An affordance has
always been a broad definition, the term is sometimes
used interchangeably with object attributes. Therefore
for this paper we define affordances as the actions an
object can afford and we define object attributes as the
physical properties of objects, such as legs, hair, material; both of which will be reviewed.

3D Affordances Learning and Affordances from
Interaction
3D affordance detection utilises depth, observational and
interactive information to determine the affordances of
objects in a scene. Grasping and action recognition is a
popular area that uses 3D affordance detection. Techniques in this area use depth information and often object interactions to learn actions [Yuyin Sun et al., 2013;
Gupta et al., 2009], tool usage [Koppula et al., 2013;
Kjellström et al., 2011; Pas and Platt, 2013] and scene
understanding [Lenz et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015]. Grabner et al [Grabner et al., 2011], adds to scene understanding, by determining how sittable areas of a scene are by
generating a heat map. To achieve this a 3D representation of a person sitting is used on a 3D map to determine
how sittable areas are. This work is mostly used in simulation they show limited examples with real world data.
Limitations of these techniques include the long time
duration needed to interact intrusively with the environment, an impractical luxury for real world construction
sites. In addition to time durations the robot needs the
ability to manipulate or interact, a difficult task, consequently resulting with simple affordances, imagine a
robot tripping around construction sites to learn a damaging and time consuming task. Gathering depth information also proves challenging as detailed scans of scenes
must occur to get necessary data for learning, which
would be difficult in the ever changing environment of
construction sites.
Visual Affordance Detection
Direct Visual Detection:
Direct detection is the detection of affordances directly
from raw pixels, this is the affordance detection technique most closely aligned with this paper’s approach.
Fouhey et al. [Fouhey et al., 2015] directly detects sittable, reach (feet), reach (hands) and standable affordances from image pixels in numerous indoor scenes.
Fouhey get the highest affordance recall using CNN
based system that uses image pixels to output a probabilistic m by n grid of pixels which is then interpolated to fit the entire image. Fouhey’s [Fouhey et al.,
2015] system performs detection of affordances that have
simple geometric properties with common object associations furthermore, detection occurs in the NYU and
UICI datasets which contain images of homes and offices, all environments that remain relatively unchanged
over time.
Object/Knowledge Based Affordances:
Object based affordances is when known objects in a
scene are linked to their affordances via an affordance
knowledge tree or look up table. These affordance associations are usually generated by humans and then
used by other algorithms, often for certain object de-

scription tasks [Yuyin Sun et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2014;
Yao et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015]. Castellini et al
[Castellini et al., 2011] uses object based affordances
to improve object recognition using a knowledge based
representation of objects. Kjellstrom [Kjellström et al.,
2011] performed simultaneous action and object recognition, showing the benefits of linking objects their actions
in recognition. More recently Chao et al. [Chao et al.,
2015] created a lookup table of objects and their common affordances, from the pascal dataset, by publishing
they are giving researchers a more general linking mechanism for affordances to objects. Object based affordance
associations assume an object always has the same affordances, which is not true, a ladder is not climbable
when laid horizontally, but is a trip hazard, and viceversa. To truly describe an the affordances in real world
applications some level of direct visual affordance detection must occur as a significant proportion of affordances
are not ever present in objects.
This section presented an analysis of the most relevant literature pertaining to affordance detection, it
identified that 3D and interactive affordance detection
requires training methods impractical for more complex
affordances and in hazardous environments. Fouheys
[Fouhey et al., 2015] direct affordance detection method
only detects basic affordances in stable environments.
The object/knowledge based affordance representations
is not ideal for the real world as not all affordances are
intrinsic majority of objects.

2.2

Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs)

CNNs are the current state-of-the-art for both image
classification and object detection tasks [Szegedy et al.,
2015]. Image classification involves inputting an image
into a system and assigning an image label. AlexNet
[Krizhevsky et al., 2012] was the first to achieve the
best results on common image classification benchmarks
which was quickly superseded by GoogleNet [Szegedy
et al., 2015], the current state-of-the-art [Russakovsky
et al., 2015]. Object detection is a task better suited
for real world applications which specifies a system that
must identify and locate multiple instances of objects in
an image. The most common method for object detection introduced by Girshick [Girshick et al., 2014] with
R-CNN is to use a CNN classifier using image regions
as inputs rather than the whole image and has been further developed by GoogleNet [Szegedy et al., 2015] for
top performance on the ILSVRC 2015 challenge [Russakovsky et al., 2015].
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Approach

TripNet Architecture for Trip Classification
The CNN architecture chosen was that of AlexNet
[Krizhevsky et al., 2012], which was originally trained
for the ImageNet classification challenge in 2012 on
approximately 1.2 million images.
The model architecture and weights were that contained of Caffe
(http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/).
Domain Fine Tuning
TripNet was created from fine-tuning AlexNet
[Krizhevsky et al., 2012] for trip detection. It has
been shown that fine tuning pre-trained CNNs can
be more effective than training an entirely new CNN
[Sharif et al., 2014]. Knowing this the final fc8 layer
was replaced with a new convolutional layer (fc8 trip)
with 2 outputs for binary trip classification. Caffe
(http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/) was used to fine-tune
AlexNet into TripNet, training a CNN is relatively
simple using this software. For TripNet we replaced
the final fc8 (fully convolutional 8) layer of AlexNet
with a new layer named fc8 trip, which was initialised
with random weights, then used the ”caffe train”
function with the parameters shown below and the
training data (discussed in 4.2) to create TripNet. The
parameters used for fine-tuning included a base learning
rate of 0.001 (base lr), however the fc8 trip layer had
learning rate multiplier (lr multi) 10 initially with a
drop to 5. The training was limited to 68’400 iterations.
These parameters were used to create all versions of
TripNet shown in this paper. For more details on
how to train or fine-tune CNNs please refer to the
Caffe tutorials, the training for TripNet was achieved
through the ”caffe train” command line interface and
testing was done through PyCaffe. Similar results
can be achieved with the Nvidia DIGITS software
(https://developer.nvidia.com/digits), which introduces
a GUI with foundations in Caffe.

4

Experimental Setup

This section presents the experimental setup for TripNet
testing and training based on the three steps Dataset
Collection, Dataset Preprocessing, and Human Blind
Benchmark Testing. Dataset collection describes how
and where the data was collected, Dataset Preprocessing
demonstrates how the data was labelled and organised
for TripNet including the selection of data for testing
and training. Finally Human Blind Benchmark Testing,
depicts how the human tests were composed. A human
blind test is the best way to truely compare TripNet to
human capabilities, as when training TripNet does not
know the task, just a series of ”true” and ”false” image
regions without any further context. This prior knowl-

QUT Construction Site Map
Green=QUT A, Red=QUT B

Figure 3: Sample trip regions used with TripNet. (middle and left regions from QUT, right from Caboolture)

Figure 2: A basic map demonstrating the layout of the
QUT construction site. The two corridors used to make
QUT A and QUT B are shown in green and red respectively
edge is the reason the human has no knowledge of the
task and must infer one from the data given.

4.1

Dataset Collection

A dataset was created from video sequences taken on two
indoor construction sites over the course of two weeks.
To collect the data, a person with a GoPro filmed video
as they walked through the construction sites at Caboolture Brisbane, and at the Queensland University of Technology (QUT). Numerous video sequences were used, one
of a walkthrough through of two corridors at QUT (figure 2)(the rubbish pile can be clearly seen from both
corridors). More video data was collected at the Caboolture construction site than two weeks later photos
taken on the GoPro were used.
Various combinations of these sequences were used to
train and test TripNet; the second visit to Caboolture
was the only set used exclusively for testing.

4.2

Data Preprocessing and Labelling

The video sequences were separated into individual
images with 4-5 image frames per second of video. Next
the ground truth annotation was created using the
Object Labeling Tool from Hoiem which allows users
to select a polygon encompassing regions of interest.
Trip hazard in these circumstances were defined by the
authors to be objects of approximately knee height (1m)
or less that were likely to cause a human to stumble
or trip. A common example of trip hazards labelled
were those such as loose wiring or rubbish which could
catch a persons’ foot. The images were split into 200
by 200 pixel image regions for inputs into TripNet.
A sliding window approach (step size 80 pixels) was
taken to obtain these regions. A region was considered
a trip hazard if its overlap with a positively labeled
polygon exceeded 30%. The 30% overlap was chosen

Figure 4: Sample non-trip regions used with TripNet
(Left and middle regions from Caboolture, Right from
QUT)
after extensive examination of the image regions. Only
the bottom 55% of the images were used to emulate
a primitive ground detector, freeing TripNet from
differentiation between ceiling and floor regions.
Some sample trip image regions produced from the
sliding window can be seen in Figure 3 and some nontrip regions can be seen in Figure 4.
The data was split into spatially and temporally nonoverlapping training and testing subsets to determine
how well TripNet could generalise to spatial changes
within and across construction sites as well as time
changes in sites.
Five subsets were chosen (Table 1), Caboolture A, Caboolture B, Caboolture 2, QUT A and QUT B. Caboolture A contains footage of the first half of the caboolture
site walkthrough and Caboolture B contains footage of
the second half of the caboolture site. The Caboolture 2
dataset is the same locations of Caboolture A and B but
Caboolture Caboolture Caboolture Caboolture
Images
A = 1st B = 2nd 2 = Second
Half of Site Half of Site Visit
to
Site
QUT Im- QUT
A QUT B =
ages
=
1st 2nd CorriCorridor
dor
Table 1: The notation of the different construction site
separations used to test spatial and temporal performance of TripNet

recorded two weeks later. QUT A are the images from
the first corridor of the QUT construction site and QUT
B includes images from the second corridor of the QUT
construction site as seen in figure 2.

4.3

Dataset Publication

The dataset used in this paper can be found at
(http://tinyurl.com/TripNetData). The dataset contains the original images taken, along with their labels
and the 200 by 200 pixel image regions located in folders
corresponding to their ground truth label. Some text
files relating to the training and testing data split is also
present, they contain the original file paths of the images
with the label (1 or 0) on the same line, 0 corresponds
to a trip hazard.

4.4

Human Blind Benchmark Testing

For benchmarking purposes a human performed a blind
test, tasked to label some of the image regions seen by
TripNet. A human blind test is the best way to compare
TripNet to human capabilities, as during test time both
the human and TripNet have similar knowledge of the
task at hand making a prediction based on the features
of training data. The human cannot reasonably be exposed to as much training data as TripNet but has much
stronger visual processing abilities. To ensure blind test
conditions, the human tester had no prior knowledge
of the task at hand. Just as TripNet, the test person
was merely shown a number of positive and negative examples during training, without being told that he was
tasked with identifying trip hazards. Training was comprised of two stages first the human was shown a series of
labelled training image regions, then prompted to label
the regions themselves with solutions given.
Initial Training: First the human was trained on randomly selected regions from QUT and Caboolture (QUT
A + Caboolture A). This training involved showing the
human 100 training image regions, for 50 regions the human was shown the answers immediately, for the other
50 the human classified then was shown the solution.
First Test: The human was then tested on regions
from different areas of the same construction site. The
test constituted of 300 randomly selected regions from
QUT B and Caboolture B (table 1).
Second Test: The second test (same person) the subject was tested on temporal changes on the Caboolture
construction site (Caboolture 2). For this test, 300 randomly selected regions were used from Caboolture 2 (table 1).
Secondary Training Set: After the first two tests the
subject was trained on more randomly selected regions
from QUT and Caboolture. To further train the human
300 randomly sampled regions selected from the QUT A
and Caboolture B datasets were used.

Figure 5: Some TripNet correct classifications from the
QUT site. The two bottom right regions contain occluded trip hazards and despite this difficulty TripNet
still correctly identifies them as trip hazards. Similar
occlusions are present in the top left and right region
but this time TripNet correctly identifies them as nontrip regions. Furthermore the two bottom right regions
show ladders and a bin being correctly labelled as nontrip regions, which is challenging given that tripnet likely
does not know the height of these objects. Red=trip
hazards, blue=non-trip hazards
Third Test: Finally after the secondary training the
subject was tested on temporal changes between construction sites. 500 randomly sample image regions from
the Caboolture 2 dataset were used to perform this test.
For random selection the proportions of trip vs non
trip hazards was kept the same, for example if 20% of
regions were trip hazards and 100 were to be used for
training/testing, 20 trip regions would be randomly selected and 80 non trip regions would be selected.

5

Results and Discussion

In this section TripNet is shown to generalise spatiality
within and across different construction sites as well
as temporally at different times. These values are
benchmarked against a human performing a blind test
and a naı̈ve random classifier. With TripNet’s trip
detection capabilities established some of its failure
cases are investigated showing some reasonable false
positives and false negatives.
In addition to failure cases Figures 5, 6 and 7 show
TripNet’s correct trip detections on the QUT, Caboolture and the second visit to Caboolture (QUT AB,

Figure 6: Correct TripNet labels from the first visit to
Caboolture. There are three instances of regions containing ladders one of which is not a trip hazard (top middle
left region) the other two are (bottom right two regions)
this shows that TripNet is not relying on object shapes
alone. Red=trip hazards, blue=non-trip hazards
Caboolture AB and Caboolture C datasets respectively).
The performance of TripNet is evaluated in terms of
recall and precision with the ground truth trip hazards,
we define recall in eq.1 and precision in eq.2.
Recall =

N o.T rueT ripP redictions
· 100
N o.ActualT ripRegions

5.1

N o.T rueT ripP redictions
· 100
N o.P redictedT ripRegions

sites. The QUT A and Caboolture A were used for training and QUT B and Caboolture B were used for testing.

(1)

Definition of Precision metric:
P recision =

Figure 7: Some TripNet correct classifications from the
2nd visit to Caboolture. The lower left region shows
a ladder correctly identified as a non-trip region, and
the lower right some scafolding laid flat, geometrically
these two objects are very similar, it is impressive that
TripNet correctly classified these. The top middle left
regions may look like a trip hazard but it is actually the
end of a pole making TripNet’s label correct. Red=trip
hazards, blue=non-trip hazards

(2)

Spatial Generalisation

Spatial Generalisation is a very important capability for
robotic trip detection. Therefore we investigate how well
TripNet generalises between two places in the same construction site and across different construction sites.
Generalisation within construction sites is evaluated
with a TripNet trained on two areas of Caboolture and
QUT (QUT A + Caboolture A) and then tested on unseen areas of the two sites (QUT B + Caboolture B).
To evaluate generalisation across different construction
sites TripNet is trained exclusively on one site (QUT
AB) and then tested on another site (Caboolture AB).
The human and naı̈ve classifiers are tested on the same
test sets to establish performance benchmarks.
Genralisation Within Construction Sites
This section investigates TripNet’s ability to perform
trip detection in unseen areas of known construction

Outcomes from Table 2 and Figure 8 show TripNet
performed significantly better than the naı̈ve classifier
with higher precision and recall, comparable precision
and recalls to the human tests are also shown. It appears
that on the first test the human subject was more cautious about their classifications achieving higher precision but lower recall than the second test where it seems
the human was a lot more candid with their choices.
Even when the human tended to label regions as trip
more often they still showed better performance than
the naive filter.
This test is the relatively easier of the two because
System
Naı̈ve Classifier
Human Benchmark (1st Test)
Human Benchmark (2nd Test)
TripNet

Precision
6.69
50
14.42
40

Recall
50
21
86.1
65

Table 2: TripNet spatial performance within construction sites (trained on QUT A + Caboolture B). A 50%
decision threshold was used.
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Figure 8: Spatial performance within construction sites.
TripNet it shown to rival the human in precision and
recall, and easily surpasses the naive random benchmark.
more of the object present during training are also
present during training, although seen from different angles and distances.
Generalisation Across Different Construction
Sites
This section investigates trip detection on a previously
unseen construction site to establish the possibility of
TripNet being used off-the-shelf on construction sites
never seen before. For this test TripNet was trained the
QUT AB regions and tested on Caboolture AB regions.
It can be seen from Figure 9 and Table 3 that TripNet
higher precision and recall than the naı̈ve random selection classifier. Spatial testing across sites is probably
the most challenging as it utilises the least training data
with trip hazards that are mostly the same. Introducing
TripNet to a completely new construction site after only
ever seeing one is challenging and therefore likely to result in over-fitting. The main challenge is the differing
range of trip hazards across the sites, for example there
are no ladders affording tripping at QUT whilst there is
at Caboolture, also QUT contains wood scraps affording
tripping but there is none of this substance present at
Caboolture. Also QUT has less illumination than caboolture; regions of high brightness are commonly non
trip hazards in the QUT training data, which is not typiSystem
Naı̈ve Classifier
TripNet

Precision
6.11
18

Recall
50
35

Table 3: TripNet spatial performance across different
construction sites (trained on QUT AB). A 50% decision
threshold was used.

0

TripNet

Naive

Figure 9: Spatial performance across different construction sites. It can be observed that TripNet has a much
higher precision but a lower recall than the naiv̈e system. As TripNet is trained on only one construction
site, many of the objects encountered have not been seen
before, making this a much harder task than detection
within construction sites (seen in Figure 8).
cal of the Caboolture site. Despite these challenges TripNet outperformed the naive classifier in both precision
and recall showing an ability to generalise across different construction sites.
Summary
During the spatial evaluations TripNet clearly rivals the
human and outperforms the naive random selection classifier in both of the spatial tests clearly showing its capability to generalise in trip detection for both within
and across construction sites.
However as construction sites can substantially change
over time an analysis of TripNet over temporal changes
will be performed.

5.2

Temporal Generalisation

Temporal generalisation is important for trip detection
as construction sites encounter dramatic changes week
System
Human Benchmark
Naı̈ve Classifier
TripNet (QUT AB
+ Caboolture AB)
TripNet (QUT A +
Caboolture A)

Precision
7.46
27.04

Recall
3.7
50

83

8.6

65

18

Table 4: TripNet Temporal Performance (evaluated on
Caboolture 2). A 50% decision threshold was used.

90

Precision-Recall Temporally Over Construction Site
Precision
Recall
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Figure 11: TripNet’s false negative classification examples. Left: 46% trip, 53% non-trip, Middle: 47% trip
52% non-trip, Right: 43% trip 57% non-trip.
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Figure 10: Temporal performance on a construction site
recorded two weeks apart. Both the TripNets here surpass the human in both precision and recall. Perhaps
the reduced blur present in this test explains the lower
performance of the human blind test. Compared to the
spatial tests (Figures 8 and 9) both the TripNets used
show lower recalls. This could be due to the relatively
lower proportion of trip regions during training. The
lower proportion would enforce TripNet to be conservative with is detections, something that is punished in the
test set.

to week or day to day. To investigate this, the Caboolture site was visited twice two weeks apart. This section
shows TripNet is indeed capable of detecting trip hazards in construction sites across time. To accommodate
the temporal generalisation investigation, the Caboolture 2 dataset was used with differently trained TripNet’s (QUT AB + Caboolture AB trained and QUT A
+ Caboolture A training sets). The results of this test
can be seen in Figure 10 and Table 4.
From analysis of the two TripNet versions tested it
can be seen that the QUT AB + Caboolture AB trained
TripNet (TripNet 2), utilising the greater training samples show lower recall than the QUT A + Caboolture trained TripNet which was trained on less samples.
There are proportionately less trip hazard regions on the
Caboolture AB regions, suggesting that TripNet would
be more inclined to detect trip hazards more conservatively and given the larger proportion of trip hazards on
the Caboolture 2 dataset punishes this conservative detection strategy. Such a trend is seen with the higher
precision, and lower recall of the QUT AB + Caboolture AB trained TripNet. In addition to the greater

number of trip hazards, the test data contained different
objects affording tripping, previously unseen by TripNet
this may been an additional factor in the lower recall
seen during this test.
The human performed significantly worse here than
another system tested and the other human tests. This
performance difference could be due to the reduction of
blur present in the Caboolture 2 regions, which may have
confused the human subject, who probably used the level
of blur as a factor for detection (he did not know it was
trip detection).
To summarise, both TripNet versions outperformed
the naı̈ve classifier in precision values, and achieved less
recall. It was established that this could be due to the
higher proportion of trip hazards punishing TripNet’s
conservative detection strategy, possibly the different
tripping objects and the difference in regional blur.
All of these factors are what makes operation in the
real world so difficult this is especially relevant for construction sites.

5.3

Analysis of Failure Cases

Due to the challenging nature of construction sites makes
trip detection more difficult, as a result there are circumstances where false predictions occur, this section
examines some of those false predictions.
False Negatives
All of the regions shown here are trip hazards that were
incorrectly labelled as non trip hazards by TripNet.
Middle and Right Regions (figure 11) Here the
bright light breaks the shape and colour differences between the plasterboard and the concrete making it difficult even for a human to determine nature of the trip
hazard. Despite these the system misclassified by a small
margin by 4% and 8% respectively.
Left Region (figure 11) Most of this region is empty,
only the bottom of the struts (top middle of region) and
the rubbish next to it are the trip hazards the rubbish
is particularly difficult to see (top left) even with these
factors TripNet miss-labelled by a margin of 4%.

safety analysis processes. As in other fields where robots
have been deployed, we believe that the addition of a
consistent and reliable automation system to hazard detection will increase the effectiveness and safety of humans in performing their jobs.
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